A REVIEW ON GOLDEN SPECIES OF ZINGIBERACEAE FAMILY: GENUS CURCUMA
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Abstract

The genus Curcuma pertains to the Zingiberaceae family and consists of 70-80 species of perennial rhizomatous herbs. This genus originates in the Indo-Malayan region and is broadly spread all over the world across tropical and subtropical areas. This study aims to provide more information about morphological features, biological activities, and phytochemicals of genus Curcuma for further advanced research. Because of its use in the medicinal and food industries, Curcuma is an extremely important economic genus. Curcuma species rhizomes are the source of a yellow dye and have traditionally been utilized as spices and food preservatives, as a garnishing agent, and also utilized for the treatment of various illnesses because of the chemical substances found in them. Furthermore, Because of the discovery of new bioactive substances with a broad range of bioactivities, including antioxidants, antivirals, antimicrobials and anti-inflammatory activities, interest in their medicinal properties has increased. Lack of information concerning morphological, phytochemicals, and biological activities is the biggest problem that the researcher encountered. This review recommended that collecting information concerning the Curcuma genus may be providing more opportunities for further advanced studies lead to avoid wasting time and use this information for further research on bioactive compounds which are beneficial in medicinal purposes.

Research Highlights

Based on the review, Curcuma species are very important medicinal plants consisting of numerous bioactive compounds. To use these bioactive compounds in medicinal and industrial purposes, isolation and identification of them are required. However, enormous varieties of Curcuma species with chemical components and bioactivities have been reported. There is a lack of literature related to the food and nutritional purposes, health advantage, and cosmetic industries from genus Curcuma. Several types of research on food nutritional and medicinal studies have been investigated by researchers as finding new novel compounds is desirable. This review paper can create opportunities for improvement of new plant nutritional food and medicinal products. Furthermore, lack of systematic information to differentiate plants with their genera is the main problem that researchers encountered to find Curcuma plants inside native countries and pharmacological or phytochemical investigations, although many species have been recognized in India. Besides, this study provides more beneficial information in pharmaceutical alternatives to remedy more illnesses.
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Research Objectives
Curcuma species have been used in Indian and Southeast Asian traditional medicine to treat numerous human illnesses, and are supposed to have many organic activities. Turmeric (C. longa) is an effective yellow coloring source [3]. In many Asian countries, different parts of such species of plants were consumed either cooked or raw as vegetables [1]. Besides, they are also found healthy foods in nutrition. Since turmeric plants provide a rich power supply of carbohydrates, proteins, starch, fats, minerals, and vitamins. Moreover, they utilized for the remedy of different ailments such as hepatic disorders, skin diseases, diabetes, chest pain, blood purifier, enlarged liver, cough, stomach ulcer, spleen, boils, and rheumatism[4] Because of its promising potential and a wide variety of uses, plants belonging to the Curcuma genus are gaining popularity worldwide and have been subjected to many investigations and explorations in the last years. Therefore, appropriate physicochemical and morphological recognition is required, although, still not being investigated systematically. This research aims to gain an overall overview of morphology, pharmacology, and phytochemistry of the genus Curcuma. This review would be used to more investigation in the food supplements, cosmetics, and medicinal industries.
Methodology
This is a review paper and as it is usual all information has been collected from papers such as indexed Scopus journal, science direct, and so on.

Results
Based on the review, Curcuma species are very important medicinal plants consisting of numerous bioactive compounds. To use these bioactive compounds in medicinal and industrial purposes, isolation and identification of them are required. However, enormous varieties of Curcuma species with chemical components and bioactivities have been reported. There is a lack of literature related to the food and nutritional purposes, health advantage, and cosmetic industries from genus Curcuma. Several types of research on food nutritional and medicinal studies have been investigated by researchers as finding new novel compounds is desirable [5]. This review paper can create opportunities for improvement of new plant nutritional food and medicinal products. Furthermore, lack of systematic information to differentiate plants with their genera is the main problem that researchers encountered to find Curcuma plants inside native countries and pharmacological or phytochemical investigations, although many species have been recognized in India. Besides, this study provides more beneficial information in pharmaceutical alternatives to remedy more illnesses.

Findings
The family of gingers or Zingiberaceae contains more than 1,500 species in 53 genera around the world. The Zingiberaceae family composed of elegant fleshy inflorescences with rhizomatous plants that occur terminally and laterally. Among 120 species, Curcuma is considered the largest genera and commonly utilized as spices, medicinal items, colorants, and ornamental plants [2]. Therefore, the Curcuma genus is standard for its commercial value. Nowadays, Curcuma species gain popularity as they are very useful herbaceous plants. From ancient times until now, they are widely used as handy raw materials in various industrial areas such as food nutrition, cosmetics, and pharmaceutical industries. So that, this research aims to gain an overall overview of morphology, pharmacology, and phytochemistry of the genus Curcuma. This review would be used to more investigation in the food supplements, cosmetics, and medicinal industries.
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